
UNDERTAKER

Secure the hook in the vice. Run white tying thread down the hook in

close turns to opposite the hook points tying in a length of Oval Gold on

the way. Wind the Oval 3 turns backwards to form a tag, take the Oval

between the 2 hooks and pull back towards the head. Secure with the

thread and trim off half way up the hook shank. Return the thread to the

tip. Tie in a length of Glo Brite #12 Green floss. Take the thread forward

about 3mm. Wind the floss forward to form a tag, tie in and trim off.

Return the thread to the tag. Tie in a length of Glo Brite #4 Scarlet floss.

Take the thread forward about 3mm. Wind the floss forward to form a

butt, tie in and trim off. These sizes will depend upon the size of hook.

At this point change the thread to black. Tie in a length of Oval gold

tinsel. Take 3 strands of Peacock Herl and trim off the fine tips. Tie

these in by the tips and take the thread forward to the head binding in

the everything in and trim the waste. Apply a coat of varnish to the body

thread, this is for protection of the herls, and then wind the herls, keep-

ing them close together up to the head and tie off. Rib the herl with the

oval tinsel, tie in and trim off. Prepare a Black cock or Schlappen

hackle and tie in by the tip. Double it and wind on 3-4 turns, tie in and

trim off. This should just reach the barbs. Prepare a small bunch of

Black Bear, Fox is a good substitute, and tie in so that the wing

reaches just to the end of the hook. Trim off the butts and bind in tightly.

Prepare a pair of Jungle Cock eyes and tie in so that they extend to the

tag. Pull back the stalks and bind in tightly. Form a nice neat head and

whip finish. Now apply several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a

smooth shiny head.

Hook - Black

Tip - Oval Gold

Tag - GloBtite #12 floss

Butt - GloBtite #4 floss

Rib - Oval Gold

Body - Peacock Herl

Wing - Black Bear or Fox

Hackle - Black cock or hen

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Head - Black
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